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After you open the outer package, make sure that the following items are contained in the package:

Please make sure that the related accessories and product body are not damaged or missing. If you 
have any question, please contact the local distributor or the retailer you purchase from for help.
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2. Install SSD/HDD into GR2660-B3 slot and make sure the SSD/HDD is properly fix to the right
    position and cover the front panel.
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1. Coming with a concept of reducing energy consumption, GR2660-B3 and O.S. are synchronized 
    for green and cost saving.

2. Please always connect the USB cable to the computer to ensure the energy saving function
    operating normally.

3. GR2660-B3 supports RAID 0 (Striping), RAID 1 (Mirroring) and JBOD. Please configure the
    RAID level before powering on.

4. If you reset the RAID mode later on, it would destroy the data in the disks. Please backup the
    data before configuring the RAID mode.

5. Once the computer turn to “Standby” or “Sleep” mode, GR2660-B3 will still complete the rebuilding
    function. However, it will not change to  “Standby” mode after rebuilding. You need to shut down
    the GR2660-B3 manually or wake up the computer to synchronize “Standby ” or “Sleep” mode 
    together.

6. GR2660-B3 is utilizing the 12V adapter, please DO NOT use the 5V adapter to avoid the machine
    and data failure.

Please refer to the following procedures for the hardware installation of GR2660-B3:

1. Installing the SSD/HDD into the product by push further inside from the arrow point, the front
    panel will automatically bounce to further open to 90 degrees.

a. Push the arrow point place.

b. Move the front case until 90 degrees.
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